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ABSTRACT. In this paper we shall introduce a generalized capacity and give

a necessary and sufficient condition for a subset of the dyadic group to be a

[/-set for a certain class of Walsh series.

Wade [2] proved that a a subset of the dyadic group is a U-set for Ta+ if and only

if it is of a-capacity zero. We have already partially generalized Wade's theorem

in [4].

A dyadic interval of rank n, Ip, is the set of all 0-1 series, x = [tj, t2,... ), such

that 5Zfc=1 tk/2k = p/2n. In(x) is the dyadic interval of rank n which contains x.

Hence Iq is the dyadic group.

For convenience we shall write x = (X}*=i tk/2k)~ if lim^oo tk = 1 and x =

(SfcLi ifc/2A:) otherwise. We refer the reader to [3 and 4] for details of the dyadic

group.

A dyadic measure m is a real valued set function satisfying the additive law

m(Ip) = m(I2np+1) + m(I2np+il) for n = 0,1,..., p = 0,1,... ,2" - 1. When fi =

^2,^=0îtWwk(x) is an arbitrary Walsh series, set

mß(Ip) =   lim   /   Tß(k)wk(x)dx=l/2n V ß(k)wk(p/2n)
N—>oo I jp «—' *—■»

J'n k = 0 k=0

for each dyadic interval Ip. It is easy to see that mM is a dyadic measure and

//(fc) = /   Wk(x)mß(dx) =  /      Wk(x)mlí(dx)    for all fc.
Ji° Jo

Conversely an arbitrary dyadic measure always has its Walsh Fourier expansion [3].

Let e = {en}« be a sequence of positive numbers such that

(1) 1 > £0 > £1 > ■ • ■ > £n > ' • ■ > 0    and      lim £„ = 0.
71—»OO

Since 5Zfc=2"_1 wk[x) — 2nw2n(x) for x £ 7° (n — 0,1,... ) and = 0 otherwise,

00 2" + 1-l

a(x) = 1 -I- ̂ 2 £„   ]P   wk(x)
n=0 fc=2"
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converges uniformly on each Iq\I° and a(x) is a positive and integrable function.

It is obvious that

I
i"

a(x) dx = 1,    a(x) — constant on /¿,        n = 1,2,..., a(x) > a(y),

if x < y, a(x) = I^t^Lo anXiaix): where \i IS the characteristic function of /, and

Er=o««/2»=i.
For each Borel set E Ç Iq, 971(E) denotes the set of all Walsh Fourier series of

nonnegative dyadic measures concentrated with E with total variation 1. For each

p £ ÜJl(E), the potential function of p, Uß, and the energy of p., Iß, are defined as

follows:
r\- OO

Up.(x) = /      a(x + t)mß(dt) = E anmIJ(In(x)),

J° n=0

rl- oo 2"-l

Ip. =  /        Uß(x)mil(dx) = £ «n   E   Krai'
•'O „_n        „—n7i = 0 p = 0

oo 2"+1-l

1 + Ee« E i^fc)i2
7i=0 ¡fc=2n

C(E) = l/inf^gOTjg) 11C/^x 11oo is called the £-capacity of E. For a closed set E and

x$lE, there exists a dyadic interval In(x) such that In(x)C\E — 0 and mß(Ip) = 0

for Ip Q In(x). Hence we have

N-l

Up,(x) =  E anmp.{In(x)) < °0-
71 = 0

If Uft(x) = oo, then x £ E.   If there exists xo such that f/^aro)  = oo, then

Halloo = 00.
We shall state some fundamental lemmas without proofs. The proofs of these

lemmas are quite similar to those of theorems stated in the book of Kahane and

Salem [1, pp. 31-37].

LEMMA 1.   For a closed subset of the dyadic group E we have

(i) C(E) > 0 if and only if there exists a  Walsh series p £ 9Jl(E) such that

Iß < oo and

(ii) \/C(E) = infMGOT(E) JM = 1(E).

LEMMA 2. If 1(E) < oo, there exists uniquely a dyadic measure mß-, which is

called the equilibrium dyadic measure of E, such that p.* £ VJl(E) and 1^- = 1(E).

LEMMA 3. If a nonnegative dyadic measure mv satisfies Iv < oo, then, for a

closed subset E, we have

mv(x£E:U^(x) < 1(E))

= ¿in^rnv ([Jln(x) :x£E, Uß.(x) < 1(E)") = 0.
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Let U£ be the set of all Walsh series of nonnegative dyadic measure p satisfying

oo 2" + 1-l

E^«     E      IA*(^)|2 < OO
71=0 fe=2"

where £ = {£„}„ satisfies (1). When £n = \/2ni>x-a), n = 0,1,..., 0 < a < 1, U£

coincides with Ta+ which was introduced by Wade in [2].

A subset of the dyadic group is said to be a U-set for U¿ , if p £ U~£ and

2"-l

(2) lim   V^ p(k)wk(x) = 0    except on E
n—>oo   i—'

k=0

imply that p is the zero series.

THEOREM 4.   A closed set of the dyadic group E is a U-set for U¿   if and only

if the e-capacity of E is zero.

To prove Theorem 4 we need some lemmas.

LEMMA 5.   If E is of £-capacity zero, then

lim        inf       sup  \Uu(x)\ — oo
N^oop.e<m(EN )x€en

where EN = \JxeE IN(X)-

PROOF. The conclusion follows from the definition of the £-capacity.

LEMMA 6.   If E is of' £-capacity positive, then there exists p £ îfft(E) such that

Uß £ L°° and Uß(x) > l/C(E) a.e. on E.

PROOF. The Walsh series of the equilibrium dyadic measure of E satisfies the

conclusion.

LEMMA 7.   If p£li^ and I is a dyadic interval, then there exist a dyadic mea-
_on_1

sure m-, such that q £Ü^ and a positive number no such that J2k=o  î(k)wk(x) =

2~2k=ö  ß(k)wk(x) on I and = 0 otherwise for n > uq.

PROOF. The following m1 satisfies the conclusion: m1(Ip) = mß(Ip) if Ip C /

and =; 0 otherwise.

The following lemma is Lemma 4 of [4].

LEMMA 8.   Ifp£ll^ satisfies

2"-l

lim   }^ p(k)wk(x) =0 a.e. outside F,
71—»OO  *—'

k=0

|2"-1

lim sup E p(k)wk(x]
k=0

< oo    everywhere on Fc except perhaps

on a countable set

when F is a closed subset of the dyadic group, then for each dyadic interval I C Fc

there exists an integer N such that Ylk=o  ß(k)wk(x) = 0 on I for n> N.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.  Assume that E is not of £-capacity zero.  Then the

equilibrium dyadic measure mß- satisfies HC^'Uoc < °°-   It is obvious that p* is
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not the zero series and satisfies

2"-l

lim   Y^ p*(k)wk(x) = 0    except on E,

fc=0

2"-l

E p*(k)wk(x) = 2nmß.(In(x))>0.

k=0

Since Iß- < \\Uft-Woo it is also clear that Iß- is finite. Hence E is an M-set for Z/+;

this contradicts the hypothesis. Then E must be of £-capacity zero.

To prove sufficiency let E be a closed set of £-capacity zero and let p £ U£. By

the argument of [2, p. 314] it suffices to show p(0) = 0. Set En = \JxeE In(x) for

all N. Since E is closed, we have E = f]N En- For sufficiently large n,

2"-l

(3) E ß(k)wk(x) = 0    except on En.
fc=0

From the hypothesis mß is a nonnegative dyadic measure; then p(0) > 0. From (3)

we have
2n-l

ß(0) = \ß(0)\ =  I      E ß(k)wk(x)dx    for n > N.
JE"   k=0

By Lemma 5 there exists p*N such that

tVv(x)>||tVjloo=     inf   JICVIloo s We(EN)    onEN.
p.eyji(EN)

Therefore

|A(0)| < l/We(EN) [    I Ë ß(k)wk(x) 1 Vf„ (x) dx
Je"  I fc=0 J

Í/V-1        2t+1-l
M0)+E£fc  E fórMAM

fc=0 u=2k

By Schwarz's inequality,

\ß(0)\2<l/We(EN)2l\ß(0)\2 + f^sk   E   1AM
[ k = 0

N-l        2* + '-l

1+   E£fc     E     l^(")
fc=0 i/=2*

Since
oo 2"+1-l

V, = i + E£«  E  IAN(fc)l2 = llíVJIoo = ̂ £(í:N)
71=0 fc=2"

12and // € U¿ , we have |/û(0)|2  < Constant • l/We(Eff).   By Lemma 5 and the

hypothesis, we have lim;v_oc, W£(En) — oo. Consequently we get fi(0) — 0.
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